
INT. UNDERGROUND FORTRESS - DAY

ONE consolidates supplies on a huge metal shelving rack. 
TWO enters, pulling a cart loaded with additional 
supplies.

TWO
This is the last of it from Tango-64.

ONE looks back at the supplies. Not happy. TWO starts to 
unload the supplies onto the shelving.

ONE
Is it sealed?

TWO
Rainer began the protocol as I was 
heading out.

ONE
You get checked?

TWO
Of course I got checked. You don't have 
to ask every time.

ONE looks at TWO.

TWO (CONT’D)
It won't happen again. Besides, I'd only 
be putting myself at risk. That's what 
the MedCom says.

ONE
And you think that's alright?

TWO
Just saying.

ONE
It's not. Alright. I need you to remember 
that.

TWO
Yeah, sure. Who doesn't need one more 
mouth to feed?

ONE stops moving the materials. Turns to TWO.

ONE
That the way you see it? A numbers game?
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TWO
That's pretty much what it boils down to. 
It's all we hear. Numbers of dead. 
Numbers of missing. Percentage of 
populations believed to be affected. 
Probability of survival. All just 
numbers.

ONE
You remember your history?

TWO
Of course. Initial outbreak traced to 
inland China --

ONE
No - before.

TWO
You mean Pre-History? Yeah, some I guess. 
The DataCon didn't really focus too much 
on that. I mean other than the Core 
Classes: Survive and Spread.

ONE
Did you ever hear of Joseph Stalin.

TWO
Mmm... was he one of the Seven 
Visionaries? 

ONE
Huh. No. But he did have one quote that 
maybe should have been included in your 
lessons. "The death of one man is a 
tragedy. The death of millions is a 
statistic."

TWO
Yeah, like I said. Numbers.

ONE
It's easy to get overwhelmed by the 
numbers. But don't forget that there's 
always someone who doesn't count you in 
the millions. For whom you're the one.

A MUSICAL CHIME rings out from loudspeakers hanging from 
the stone ceiling, followed by a computerized voice.

VOICE
Green Time is now ending. Gold Time is 
now beginning. (repeats in BG)
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WORKERS move into the storage zone.

ONE
Don't forget to scan the sled.

ONE turns and walks away from TWO. TWO pulls a device and 
scans a barcode on the handle of the cart. THREE 
approaches the cart, glances at it, then up at TWO.

THREE
Any problems?

TWO
No.

THREE
Did this come from T-64?

TWO
Yeah.

THREE
(looking at cart)

You have it wiped?

TWO
Yeah. It's clean. (beat) Me too.

THREE
(looks up)

Huh?

TWO
I'm clean too.

THREE
Great. 

TWO
You ever hear of, uh, Stalin?

THREE
What?

TWO
Nevermind. Good work. Good future.

THREE
Good work. Good future.
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